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Be a custodian if you dare.
We don't own dogs we owe dogs.

They were born wild, born to run wild and were born to eat wild.
We need to step back and think about commercial mind

conditioning.
When and how did we get to the point of asking is it safe to feed
dogs raw meat with fat and bones?
Is it safe to feed raw meats, blood, bone and organs – and whole
foods?
When and how did we get to the point of accepting allergies and
disease?
When did we get to the point of accepting that dogs cannot walk on
grass?

When did we get to the point of accepting chronic
ligament and tendon injuries in animals that are built
to run and work all day – when wild dogs and wolves
jog, run and hunt 22+ km easily every day!
Did you never see a fat wild dog or fat wolf in the
wild?
When did we get to the point to except commercial high heat
prosed dry feeds to be completely nutritional balanced diet and a
substitute for species appropriate raw meat, blood, organ and bones
– Mother Nature’s own recipe for the canine dog – could this be
wrong?
Structural issues in breeds that were built to guard and work all
night or all day in extreme temperatures?
When did we get to the point of accepting cooked food and meat,
cook eggs, cooked grains, cooked vegetables, cooked fruits and
cooked greens, and cooked carbohydrate loaded based commercial
feeds as food for the canine dog?
Intellectuals cutting up dog food with plant protein and synthetic
vitamins and get “people, feeder, dog owners, and breeders
believing this is a premium diet for dogs?
Questioning natural dog behaviour?
Ever seen them (dogs and wild canines) cooking having a “braai or
potjie” under a tree or grazing on greens vegetables or fruits in the
wild?
In the corporate life a common and useful technique is to manage

the workforce, called it “train the trainer”.

Hunters use "call birds" to attract others ... to be shot.
Our minds are being managed by clever word play, fear
mongering slick marketing and "paid off" trusted advisors and
"call birds". With this, they manage your dog and your

money.
They have trained and conditioned us … dog owners – yep you
and me and you - to the point where our own community and
societies health suffers ... let alone our dogs. All the while we pay
both with our money, our and also our dogs wellbeing.
Without the natural species appropriate nutrition (Mother Nature’s
own perfect recipe for canines – our dogs) and natural needed daily
exercise (workout as the wild wolf and wild dogs dog do naturally)
you’re not worth to be a custodian of the APBT – just
see the state our dogs are in … look around … fat, useless, immune
deficient, sickly, neutered, too thin and micro-chipped.
Come on! … Step up and handle what you signed up for or get a cat.
This animal … our dog ... the APBT is confined (yep confined in
your yard) and you're the custodian – you wouldn't keep a
goldfish in a marine tank would you?

Come to know what your dog needs to thrive on.
The status might say "trust no one" yet we happily to trust the
gravy train riders and corporate call birds.
(Either you know this or you don’t. Gawie MK}
Also read all other informative and relating articles on this website –
{the truth without white washing or sugar coating the “real” APBT–
feel free to contact me about the “real” APBT. Gawie MK).

